




‘ ’
 without reason; want of moral sanity & sobriety

 A lack of common sense perception of the reality of things natural &

spiritual

‘ ’ . . . perverse or silly; wisdom is beyond the grasp

‘ ’ . . . brutish, stubborn; has no perception of ethical or religious

truth



Buddha:  “knowing the truth, 
seeing the truth; but still 

believing the lies”



Ultimate expression of a FOOL: 

 Vs. 1 Corrupt HEART . . . leads to corrupt deeds

 Vs. 2 Corrupt MIND . . . leads to misapplication of knowledge

 Vs. 3 Corrupt WILL . . . leads to community without God



*The FOOL the Bible speaks most often about is in

reference to MORALITY, not INTELLIGENCE!

“It is not intelligence, or a lack thereof, that leads a person to reject belief in

God. It is a lack ofRIGHTEOUSNESS .” S.M. Houdmann, www.gotquestions.org

 Practicing Atheism . . . there is no God (for me)

 Practical Atheism . . . profess Christ, live for self

“Sinful people do not believe in God.”



“Many people do not object to the idea of a Creator, as long as that

Creator minds His own business and leaves them alone. What

people reject is the idea of a Creator who demands morality from

His creation. Rather than struggle against a guilty conscience, some

people reject the idea of God altogether.”

S.M.H.

 Desire to AVOID moral constraints

 Desire to AVOID accountability or judgment



What the fool doesn’t understand . . .
Jn. 8.34

“. . . everyone who commits sin is the slave of sin.”

Gal. 5.17
For the flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and the Spirit

against the flesh; for these are in opposition to one another, so that you

may not do the things that you please.



IT is a WICKED THING to DENY GOD and a denial of God is often

accompanied by a WICKED LIFESTYLE!

Proverbs for the Fool . . .

1.22 Hates knowledge

18.2 takes no pleasure in understanding

10.23 enjoys wicked schemes

15.5 spurns parent’s discipline

12.16 quick-tempered

14.9 mocks at sin

14.8 deceitful



“foolish hearts were darkened . . .

professing to be wise, they became fools”

FOOL’s Problem – REJECTS the TRUTH (or Reality) of GOD

o Vs. 23 Exchange the “glory” of God for earthy image

o Vs. 25 Exchange the “truth” of God for a lie

o Vs. 28 Exchange the “knowledge” of God for knowledge of men



“foolish hearts were darkened . . .

professing to be wise, they became fools”

Inevitable result of this Fool? “GOD GIVES THEM OVER” . . .

 Lustful Hearts

Degrading Passions

Depraved Minds



Luke 12.16-21

“The land of a rich man was very productive. 17 And he began reasoning to himself,

saying, ‘What shall I do, since I have no place to store my crops?’

18 Then he said, ‘This is what I will do: I will tear down my barns and build larger

ones, and there I will store all my grain and my goods.

19 And I will say to my soul, “Soul, you have many goods laid up for many years to

come; take your ease, eat, drink and be merry.”’

20 But God said to him, ‘You fool! This very night your soul is required of you;

and now who will own what you have prepared?’

21 So is the man who stores up treasure for himself . . .

not rich toward God.”



Matt. 24.27

Everyone who HEARS these words of Mine and ACTS on them, may be compared

to a wise man who built his house on the rock.

25 And the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against

that house; and yet it did not fall, for it had been founded on the rock.

26 Everyone who hears these words of Mine and DOES NOT ACT on them, will be

like a foolish man who built his house on the sand.

27 The rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against that

house; and it fell—and GREAT WAS ITS FALL.



“the word (message) of the cross is foolishness 
to those who are perishing, but to us who are 
being saved it is the power of God”

o Gospel doesn’t make sense (NO judgment . . . NO accountability . . . NO God . . . then

what else makes the good news, good? Much better to live the way I please)

o God doesn’t make sense . . . can’t SEE, can’t TOUCH, can’t UNDERSTAND

o The PROBLEM? The wrong standard for what “makes sense”

FOOL’s Problem – REJECTS the CROSS of CHRIST



So what do you do with a FOOL?

4 Do not answer a fool according to his folly, or you will also be like him.
 Will not listen to wise reason

 Stoop to his level; in agreement with him

5 Answer a fool as his folly deserves, that he not be wise in his own eyes.
• Rebuke, correction;  leads to salvation

 When to ignore . . . insignificant, worldly matters

 When to rebuke . . . matters of salvation, eternal



How can I stop being a “FOOL?”

 UN-like the Rich Landowner . . . Store up treasure for God!

“He is no fool who gives what he cannot keep to gain 

that which he cannot lose.”   Jim Elliott

 Like the Wise Builder . . . Hear the Word of Christ & Act on it!




